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The Top 8 Penguin-Proof 
Link Building Strategies…
And More!
In May 2012 Google launched an algorithm update that shook the online world. A lot of websites experienced 
sudden drops in rankings because of Penguin. 

And just a year later, Penguin 2.0, an even more powerful spam-fighting update, was released. While major cor-
porations with massive online marketing budgets are already figuring out what to do, smaller businesses are left 
helpless in the rubble. This free report is meant to empower small business owners and marketers like you… so 
that you can pick up the pieces and start recovering from Penguinby using strategies that comply with Google’s 
latest algorithm update.

To make these strategies work for you, there are two concepts you need to understand. They are:

LINK BUILDING

Link building is an SEO or search engine optimization method that is meant to increase a website’s visibility on 
the web, particularly by improving its rankings on search results. The higher your website ranks on Google, the 
more visible it will be to your prospects, and the more chances you have of getting traffic, leads, and sales.
Matt Cutts, head of Google’s search spam team, summarised their ranking algorithm into this: it’s basically the 
number of links you get and the importance or weight of these links. That’s why you need link building strate-
gies that generates relevant, authoritative inbound or backlinks to your website.

PENGUIN UPDATES

While the actual black and white animal is very cute and lovable, the Google Penguin update is hated by 
some… particularly by spammers. It was launched in April 2012 and was meant to penalize sites that were con-
ducting illegal link building activities, such as joining link networks or buying links.

Penguin 2.0, the second major update, was released recently and many sites are struggling to recover from its 
trail until today. The top 20 affected sites were mostly pornography and gaming sites but other well-known 
brands were also affected. The strategies you’ll find here will give you peace of mind, knowing you can build 
links to your site again and not worry that another Penguin will flush all your efforts down the drain. Thank you 
for taking the first step downloading this report. Let’s get started.



Social Network Trio
Social networks are powerful. First, they have the population. Second, they are made up of real people… these 
include your prospects. Therefore, getting backlinks from social media will not only lead to more traffic for 
your website; it also means you get traffic that actually wants to buy your products and pay for your services.
Also, Google has already said that they are now counting “social signals” (likes, shares, tweets, etc.) as part of 
their ranking algorithm.

Facebook – Obviously, you want to be on Facebook because it is the biggest social network in the word. As of 
March, it already has 1.11 billion monthly active users. That’s billion with a b. What about daily active users? 
Some 665 million users.

Twitter – The micro-blogging site used to be the second largest social network until it was overtaken by 
Google+. However, it remains the fastest-growing network, surging by 44% from June 2012 to March 2013. It 
now has 288 million monthly active users. 

LinkedIn – LinkedIn has 200 million members and is growing at a rate of two new users per second. If you 
are a B2B type of small business or if you are targeting professionals, this is the social network for you. With 
LinkedIn, you can join groups of your business niche, participate in discussions, and even send direct messages 
to members. 

Action Steps:
A.  Set up your Facebook profile and fanpage and Twitter and LinkedIn accounts. Populate them with important 
information about you and your business, particularly your contact number or email. 

B.  If you’re a brick and mortar business, you would want to include a map of your store or shop. 

C.  Most importantly, make sure the link to your website is visible across your social accounts.

D.  Set up social plugins or widgets on your website. Some plugins allow users to easily “share” your content 
(such as a blog post) on their social networks. Once shared, the link can be clicked by users and it will drive 
them to your website.

E.  Check analytics to find out which social network gives you the most backlinks. Once you know which one it 
is, focus efforts on that site.
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Google+
Why do we need to count Google+ as one item on this list instead of just lumping it with other social networks? 
First, it is owned by Google. Second, it is more than just a social network. 

Like Facebook, “Plus” allows you to connect with other people. You can add them to your circles and they can 
add you back. You can also get a business page, which is similar to a Facebook fanpage. 

The profile and the business pages are great sources of links because you are sure that they are not “spammy” 
and therefore will not get you banned. Also, they give your business great exposure to prospects. While it is still 
not as big as Facebook, Google+ already has 359 million users as of May 2013 figures.

But as we said, Plus is more than just a social network. What most users do not understand is that this is 
Google’s “ID system” to help rank content. When you set up your G+ profile, you’ll be able to claim your 
Authorship. If you notice thumbnails of profile photos appearing alongside search results, that’s the power of 
Authorship. According to a small marketing experiment, searchers tend to click results that have a thumbnail 
beside it. 

By using Authorship and linking all your content to your Google+ profile, you are increasing your authority on 
your niche. Google loves authority and ranks authority sites and sources higher. 

Action Steps:
A.  Sign up for a Google+ profile at https://plus.google.com/. If you have a Gmail or YouTube log-in account, 
that will work; no need to register. Also, set up your business page and populate it with pertinent information 
like store address, guide map, contact number, and most importantly, the link to your website.

B.  Use the search box to look for communities or groups in your geographic area that may be interested in your 
products and services. Join these groups, add these people to your circles. 

C.  Share your link on your profile page or drop it on comments and discussions. You want to be genuine so go 
ahead and interact with prospects. Don’t be a spammer.

D.  Set up your Authorship account at https://plus.google.com/authorship and link your content to your Google+ 
profile.
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YouTube
The secret of link building in the Penguin era is simply being able to get inbound links from sites that have au-
thority and are not “spammy” in nature.  One very good example of such site if YouTube. 

Here are some interesting statistics about YouTube:

 •  Over 1 billion unique monthly visitors 
 •  Over 6 billion hours of video are watched each month
 •  Over 100 hours of video uploaded every minute
 •  70% of comes from outside the US
 •  Millions of subscriptions daily

Another reason why it won’t be considered spam? YouTube is owned by Google.

The video-sharing site is considered by many as the second biggest search engine in the world, just behind 
Google. Think about it. 

When you want to find out how planks and other abdominal exercises are done, you go to YouTube. When you 
want to find out how to bake a blueberry cheesecake, you go to YouTube. Your prospect customers have the 
same mentality. Imagine if you offer gymnastics classes in your area. Now imagine if a prospect searches for 
gymnastics tutorials on YouTube and finds your video there. Imagine if there’s a link to your website. Imagine 
if they subscribe to your YouTube channel and click the link to your site each and every time you upload a new 
video. That not only opens up business opportunities, it also creates a back link machine for your website.

Action Steps:
A.  Sign up for YouTube. Your Gmail login details will work.

B.  Set up your own channel. Customise it with your company logo or branding colours.

C.  Create a video for your business. You can start with simple animation of slideshows with some music. Free 
services like animoto.com will help. Transition your way to more professional video as your grow.

D.  Be genuine. Make sure the video is informative to your prospects. Or at least, it must elicit strong emotions 
that will compel them to learn more about the video maker (you).

E.  Upload your video on YouTube and be sure to include a link back to your website.is, focus efforts 
on that site.

F.  Subscribe to complementary channels (NOT competitors!) and join discussions in the comment section. 
Your prospects are there waiting to be led to your website.
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Infographic
Did you know that the human brain processes images three times faster than text? Did you know too that 40% 
of people respond better to visual content over pure text?

Not convinced? Here are some other powerful statistics on why our brains are inclined to like infographics.

 •  Only 70% of respondents understand pure text labels on medicines but the percentage increases to   
     95% when labels are loaded text and pictures

 •  People do better 323% in following directions with illustrations than without illustrations

 •  Only 50% of the audience were persuaded by a verbal presentation at Wharton School of Business;   
    that figure rose to 67% when visuals were used in the presentation

 •  People recall 80% what they see and do, 20% what they read, and 10% what they hear 

Such is the power of the infographic, one of the most amazing social content products today. 
Infographics are great because your intended audience processes information better. Our brains are simply 
wired to retain information visually. The visual presentation of otherwise boring data makes this content product 
very engaging. But apart from better information processing, they are an opportunity for small businesses to 
reach out to their audience, establish their authority in that niche, and to make sales. From an online marketing 
perspective, they are a great source of backlinks for your website. Remember, if an authoritative website picks 
up your infographic and links back to your site, that’s a huge boost to your search rankings. That’s the kind of 
natural link building that is Penguin-proof.

Action Steps:
A.  Create your own infographic. It can be about your niche or other topics that your prospects may be 
interested in. It should NOT be about your products and services; that is simply too self-serving.

B.  Create an infographic that establishes your authority in your niche. Are you the best baker in town? 
Why not create an infographic on the types of bread? It shows how much you know your craft.

C.  If you aren’t a design expert, outsource it. Just be sure to double check data before sending it to the designer 
to avoid errors.

D.  Give away a high-resolution, printable version of your infographic. 

E.  Be sure to include a link back to your website. (such as a blog post) on their social networks. Once shared, 
the link can be clicked by users and it will drive them to your website.
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Social Sharing Duo
If we have a social network trio, we also have a social sharing duo. Unlike social networks, sharing networks 
are primarily centred on content that is shared by users. The premise is simple: if you have content that is worth 
sharing, people will share it to their network. They will link back to you. The traffic from within the social shar-
ing networks is also a great source of quality back links.

So what exactly are these duo?

Reddit

Reddit is essentially a news and entertainment website. It is a place to find what’s new and what’s hot on the 
web today. You can submit a link post, which then directs users to your website. And depending on the value 
Reddit users received from reading your post, they can vote it up or down. 

In 2012, the site recorded 37 billion page views and 400 million unique visitors. It received 30 million posts and 
4 billion votes. That means each post has an average of 133 votes. Imagine if those voters shared your content. 
A good submission could quickly go viral.

StumbleUpon

StumbleUpon, meanwhile, is essentially a search engine of content. People go to this site to find content that’s 
relevant to their tastes. What does this mean to you? This means you not only get backlinks from StumbleUpon 
users; it also means you get targeted traffic because only people interested in the niche you are posting in will 
see your content. These are attractive prospect customers.

As of April 2012, the site has 25 million registered users. Users can click the stumble upon for content they like. 
Stumbled pages reached 25 million in April 2011.Again, this site represents a huge potential for small busi-
nesses to sell because the traffic they get is targeted. It gets better though as authority bloggers and websites can 
StumbleUpon your content and link back to it. Google Penguin loves relevant authority links.

Action Steps:
A.  Register for Reddit and StumbleUpon. These are free services.

B.  Sign in and look at the most popular content for your niche. Do users in your market love video? 

C.  Do they prefer photo posts? 

D.  Create content that you can share based on your research.

E.  Make sure your content submissions have URLs to your site so you can get inbound links from users.
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Off-Page Written Submissions
Prior to the launch of Penguin 2.0, written content submission sites were abused by online marketers and even 
by search engine optimisation experts. SEOs and link builders figured out that if they submitted articles and 
press releases on these sites, filled the written content with anchor text links, they’ll get a huge amount of traf-
fic. That’s because submission sites rank high on Google. They are rich with content and they contain pages for 
every topic imaginable. Before, all you needed to do was write one poorly researched article, spin it five times, 
and submit all that content. Gone were those days.

Today, a lot of submission sites suffer from ranking loss because of the poorly written content they publish. And 
even if somehow your article or press release is published, your page might still not rank well because of algo-
rithm updates. And if the crappy articles find their way into Page 1 of Google, users who find them still won’t 
link back to you if you had poor content on your site.

Tips to improve articles and press releases:

 •   Be informative and original. Users hate rehashed content. Don’t waste their time.
 •   Vary your anchor text keywords. They no longer have to be exact matches. 
 •   Do not abuse keywords. If you read the article and it sounds funny in a bad way, that means you key  
     words are unnaturally incorporated into the copy. Don’t force them. Just be natural.
 •   Write longer content. An 800-word article broken down into 4 small sections with subheadings 
     is a good format.

Action Steps:
A.   Register with off-page written content submission sites. If you don’t know any, the following are a great 
place to start. www.prlog.org, www.prweb.com, www.24-7pressrelease.com, www.ezinearticles.com, www.
goarticles.com.

B.   If you can, use the same name as your Google Authorship. That way, you can link content to your profile.

C.   If you’re a local brick and mortar business, look for local directories and submit your content.

D.   If you’re not a writer, get a voice recorded and start talking about a subject. You know more about your 
business than your prospects. Transcribe and take out the “ahms”. 

E.   If you really can’t write, hire a quality writer.  Remember, Penguin is about quality and relevancy, not quan-
tity and keyword-stuffed poor articles.
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Bullets and Lists
One thing you might have noticed in this free report is the format. It might look like one ling infographic, which 
is a great type of content to share. Apart from that, you might have noticed too that this resource is full of bullets 
and lists. In fact, this report is one huge list.

This could have been written in long blocks of pure text paragraphs. But that would have scared you. It would 
scare anyone!Engaging prospects doesn’t mean you need to bore them. You can present content in a way that’s 
easier to take in and that’s by writing in lists and bullets.

Here are a few reasons why this free report was written with lists and bullets, and why your content should be 
done the same way.

 •   Easier to Digest – Instead of burdening your prospects with 800 words of straight text, why not divide  
     it into at least four parts? That would be like reading four short articles instead of one long one. 
 •   People Skim Online, Not Read – People just don’t have the time and patience to carefully read every   
     single word in an article. They need the gist and they can get it via sub-headlines.
 •   Spark Debates – The most viral and linked-back content are those that unify and divide people. 
     Instead of creating two groups of readers (who either agree or disagree with you), create 10 groups   
                (one for each item on the list)! They may agree with just one item and disagree with the rest, but they   
                will still share it with the world.
 •   Delivers Promise – The headline of a list-type blog or article always delivers a promise. This free   
     report promises to give you the 8 Penguin-Proof Link Building Strategies ….And More!

Action Steps:
A.   Check back on your old content. Chop them into smaller sections using sub-headlines or turn them into a 
list. Share the edited content on social networks.

B.   If you intend to write new content, follow the list or bullet format.

C.   Practice writing list-type headlines that make promises. (The 10 Mistakes That Prevent People from Link-
ing to Your Website, 7 Reasons Why You’re Not on Page 1 of Google, etc.)

D.   Make sure to enable comments section in anticipation of possible debates.

E.  Check analytics to find out which social network gives you the most backlinks. Once you know
which one it is, focus efforts on that site.



Guest Blogging
Guest blogging goes both ways. It means you can either invite other writers to post content on your blog or you 
can post on theirs. 

There are a lot of benefits to this strategy. First and foremost, you’ll be able to tap into an entirely new audience. 
You’ll be able to send your message to a new market. To further increase your chances of reaching a wider audi-
ence, make sure you post on “complementary” blogs. This means you do not have the same exact niche. Here’s 
an example, if you have a bespoke shoes shop, you wouldn’t want to post on your direct competitor’s blog, even 
if that’s possible. You want to post on a blog about suits and formal wear because that complements your niche. 

Apart from a new and wider audience, guest posting has great SEO benefits. It is a great Penguin-proof link-
building method because the links will come from a relevant site – a blog that complements your niche. Since 
you have an interested audience, the back links that they will give your site are also relevant. 

In some cases, you would need to invite an “authority” to post on your blog. For instance, an established busi-
nessman who often hires big shot copywriters can be an “authority” blogger on a blog about copywriting. He 
can offer a different perspective, one that’s from the view of a copywriting service buyer than a copywriting 
service provider.

Action Steps:
A.   Hunt for blogs that are related or complementary to your niche. Selling scented candles? Guess post at aro-
matherapy blogs. Have a pet grooming clinic? Look for a veterinarian as a guest blogger.

B.   Ready the copy, or at least the outline. Save time by sending the proposal AND the actual copy to the blog 
owner. Customise it to suit the target audience of the blog you will be guest posting in.

C.   Search for accompanying images or graphs so the blog owner won’t have to.

D.   Revisit your “About” section and edit if needed. It’s one of the first places your new visitors will check.

E.   Post a visible button, link, or banner on your site that new visitors can click to learn more about guest post-
ing on your blog. That’s a great way to widen your network, and therefore your source of high-quality Penguin-
proof inbound links.
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…And More!
We’ve given you eight solid link-building strategies that will enable you to get high quality backlinks. But for 
those who are not satisfied with just eight, here are other practical methods and ideas that you can implement 
today:

1.   Get Backlink Analysis – This is often part of website audit services today. While it is not free, it is a great 
way to determine exactly what pages and sites are linking back to your website. You’ll see which domains are 
spammy, and there could have cause your site to be penalised by Penguin.

2.   Talk to Webmasters of Suspected Spam Sites – Once you get an audit done and you determine which sites 
are possibly spammy in nature, go ahead and contact their owners. As for the inbound link to your site 
to be removed.

3.   Use the Google Disavow Tool – Warning: this is a high technical tool from Google. Do not attempt to use 
this on your own if you are not quite familiar with SEO. The Google Disavow Links tools lets you manually 
request Google to “cut” inbound links that you think are spammy in nature. Go to https://www.google.com/web-
masters/tools/disavow-links-main?pli=1

4.   Follow Matt Cutts(@mattcutts) on Twitter. Matt is the head of the search spam team at Google. He was the 
one who confirmed the release of Penguin 2.0. He also regularly releases videos that can help webmasters and 
business owners on how to do proper optimization.

5.   Revisit “List”Blogs and Expound Each Item.When you run out of new ideas to blog about, what you can do 
is revisit your list type posts. Look at the comment section and see which items garnered the most responses or 
sparked the longest debates. Focus on that one and write a whole blog post about it.

6.   Create How-To Posts. Another type of content users love to read and share (and therefore link back to) is 
the how-to article or blog. Why not discuss the procedure on making one of your products? Your customers will 
learn from you.

7.   Repurpose Content. This is a big one. Content that is educational and engaging can always be converted into 
other types to reach more people. For example, you shot a how-to video. 

You can transcribe it, edit it a bit and turn into an article. You can rip the audio and turn it into an audio report. 
You can also turn boring numbers into graphs. You can repurpose everything into an infographic.

Penguin update? So what! Now you can regain your rankings or improve 
your current search standing. Use these practical and Penguin-proof link-
building strategies today!
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